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Abstract—In this contribution, a novel wireless sensor network (WSN)
assisted by M -ary frequency-shift keying (MFSK) modulation and
frequency-hopping (FH), referred to as the FH/MFSK WSN, is proposed
to monitor multiple source events (SEs). In the FH/MFSK WSN, the
multiple SEs of each with multiple states are observed by a common group
of local sensors (LSNs), each of which observes simultaneously all the SEs.
The LSNs convey their decisions through wireless channels to the fusion
center (FC) with the aid of MFSK and FH. At the FC, the SEs’ states
are detected using noncoherent fusion rules. In this contribution, two
noncoherent fusion rules are investigated. The first one is the equal gain
combining (EGC) fusion rule, while the second one uses both the EGC
and iterative interference cancellation (IIC), which is referred to as the
EGC-IIC fusion rule. The detection performance of the FH/MFSK WSN
employing the proposed EGC or EGC-IIC fusion rule is investigated,
when assuming the wireless channels experience independent Rayleigh
fading. Our studies show that the FH/MFSK WSN may constituteone of
the promising WSN schemes for some special application scenarios. It is
capable of monitoring simultaneously multiple SEs of each with multiple
states, is low-complexity owing to using the noncoherent fusion rule and,
furthermore, is capable of achieving promising detection performance,
as it can make use of the diversity in both frequency and spacedomains.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In WSNs, many works have been done in order to achieve reliable
signal detection at fusion center (FC), while depending on minimum
communication traffic between local sensors (LSNs) and FC, and
low-complexity fusion detection rules [1–5]. In literature, numerous
detection algorithms have been proposed and studied in the context
of binary source events (SEs). Specifically, the classic Bayes rule,
which was first introduced to the distributed sensor networks by
Tenney [6], has widely been considered for detection in WSNs[2].
The optimum likelihood ratio (LR) fusion rule considered in[4] is
capable of achieving the optimum performance, but also demands
the most a-priori information for detection. In order to reduce the
a-priori information required by the LR fusion rule, approximate
but sub-optimum fusion rules have been proposed, including, for
example, the Chair-Varshney fusion rule [4] operated in thehigh
SNR region, the maximum ratio combining (MRC) fusion rule [3,
4] that is efficient in the low-SNR region, etc. In addition tothe
above, there are also many other fusion rules considered forWSNs
of binary states, including the Neyman-Pearson rule [2], maximum
likelihood (ML) rule [2–4], equal gain combining (EGC) rule[3,
4], etc. In the context of the non-binary SEs, [7] has proposed a
fusion rule by minimizing a mean loss function, [8] has considered
an asymptotic optimal rule, while in [5], the fusion detection of an
M -ary SE has been investigated by merging the fusion detection
with channel decoding. In WSNs, coherent fusion rules are often
preferred for the applications demanding high data rate. However,
there are a range of applications, which weight the implementation
complexity over the data rate. In these WSNs, noncoherent fusion
rules are usually preferred, which achieve the fusion detection without
relying on channel estimation.

In this contribution, we propose a parallel triple-layer WSN [4],
which monitors simultaneously multipleM -ary SEs with the aid
of noncoherent fusion rule. Specifically, in our proposed WSN, the
multiple M -ary SEs are observed by a range of LSNs, each of
which observes all the SEs. The LSNs convey their observations
to the FC usingM -ary frequency-shift keying (MFSK) modulation
assisted by frequency-hopping (FH). Hence, for convenience, our
WSN is referred to as the FH/MFSK WSN. In the FH/MFSK WSN,
the FH is introduced not only for assisting the FC to distinguish
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Fig. 1. Triple-layer system model for the FH/MFSK WSN monitoring
multiple M -ary events.

the SEs, but also for reducing the correlation among the signals
transmitted by the LSNs, so that the fusion detection can benefit
from both the space diversity and the frequency diversity. Explicitly,
the frequency diversity becomes more important, when the LSNs are
closely distributed, making the signals transmitted by different LSNs
correlated in space. In this contribution, two types of noncoherent
fusion rules are proposed and studied associated with the FH/MFSK
WSN, which are the EGC fusion rule and the fusion rule designed
based on EGC and iterative interference cancellation [9], referred
to as the EGC-IIC fusion rule. The detection performance of the
FH/MFSK WSN is investigated, when assuming that the wireless
channels between LSNs and FC experience Rayleigh fading. Our
studies address the effects of various aspects on the achievable
detection performance of the FH/MFSK WSN.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system model for our triple-layer FH/MFSK WSN monitoring
multiple SEs is displayed in Fig. 1. In this FH/MFSK WSN, we
assume that there areK SEs, each of which hasM possible
states (hypotheses). TheK SEs are monitored simultaneously by
L number of local sensors (LSNs). We assume that every LSN is
capable of observing simultaneously theK SEs without observation
interference. In fact, we can view that each LSN consists ofK sub-
sensors, each of which monitors one SE. TheseK sub-sensors share
one common wireless transmitter to send their decisions to the FC.
Explicitly, this system arrangement has the advantages including that:
(a) the number of LSNs does not increase with the number of SEs
monitored and, hence, the system may not need to use a big number of
LSNs, even when there are many SEs; (b) owing to using a relatively
low number of LSNs, synchronization among the local sensorscan
become relatively easy. As shown in Fig. 1, after a LSN obtains K
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observations for theK SEs, it first makes the local decisions about
the states that theK SEs are at and, then, conveys its decisions to
the FC through the wireless channel with the aid of MFSK and FH.
Finally, the states of the SEs are detected at the FC after it collects all
the related signals from theL LSNs. Below we provide more details
about the operations carried out in the FH/MFSK WSN.

A. Source Events

In practice, the SEs are usually analogue signals. For convenience
of processing, they are usually digitalized to finite states. In this
contribution, we assume that each SE hasM states represented byM
hypotheses expressed asH0,H1, . . . ,HM−1, as shown in Fig. 1. We
assume that each of theM states of a SE has the same probability
to present. Each of theK SEs is observed byL number of LSNs
and every of the LSNs monitors simultaneously all theK SEs.

B. Signal Detection and Processing at Local Sensors

At a LSN, such as LSNl, the observationr(k)
l is obtained from

the kth SE, as seen in Fig. 1. Based onr(k)
l , the lth LSN makes

a local decision about the state that thekth SE is currently at, and
this state is expressed asm(k)

l ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1}, as shown in
Fig. 1. The erroneous and correct detection probability of the LSNs
are expressed asPse andPd, respectively, wherePd = 1−Pse. We
assume that, whenever an erroneous decision is made by a LSN,the
erroneous state estimated by the LSN has the same probability to be
any of the(M − 1) erroneous states.

Let us collect theK estimates of LSNl into the vectorsssl =
h

s
(1)
l , s

(2)
l , · · · , s(K)

l

iT

. Furthermore, let

SSS = [sss1 sss2 · · · sssL] (1)

which is an (K × L) matrix. As shown in Fig. 1, following the
detection of the SEs, the LSNs convey their decisions to the FC
based on the FH/MFSK principles, which are operated as follows.

Let a symbol transmission time beTs seconds, which is evenly
divided into L time-slots with each LSN using one time-slot to
transmit itsK decisions. We assume that the WSN system has in
totalM orthogonal frequency bands, whose center frequencies form
the setF = {f0, f1, . . . , fM−1}. TheseM frequencies are used for
both FH and MFSK modulation, which are implemented as follows.
Let aaa(k) = [a

(k)
1 , a

(k)
2 , . . . , a

(k)
L ]T be a FH address (or pattern)

assigned for transmission of thekth SE’s state, wherea(k)
l is an

element of the Galois fieldGF (M), i.e.,a(k)
l ∈ GF (M). Based on

aaa(k), k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, we form the matrix

AAA =
h

aaa(1) aaa(2) · · · aaa(K)
iT

(2)

Then, the FH operations can be represented as

MMM = [mmm1 mmm2 · · · mmmL] = SSS ⊞AAA (3)

wheremmml =
h

m
(1)
l m

(2)
l · · · m(K)

l

iT

for l = 1, 2, . . . , L, and

SSS⊞AAA is defined as the element-wise addition operation inGF (M),
implying thatmij = Sij ⊕ Aij with ⊕ representing the addition
operation inGF (M). Explicitly, we havemij ∈ GF (M), which
is suitable for MFSK modulation by mappingmij to the frequency
fmij

. Let us express the corresponding frequencies as

FFF (MMM) =

2
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where thelth column contains the frequencies to be transmitted by
the lth LSN. Consequently, based on the principles of MFSK, the

signal transmitted by thelth LSN during theith symbol-duration
iTs < t ≤ (i+ 1)Ts can be expressed in complex form as

sl(t) =

K
X

k=1

√
PψTh

(t− iTs − [l − 1]Th)

× exp
“

j2π[fc + f
m

(k)
l

]t+ φ
(k)
l

”

, l = 1, . . . , L (5)

whereP denotes the transmission power, which is assumed the same
with respect to all theL sensors,fc is the main carrier frequency and
{φ(k)

l } are the initial phases introduced by the carrier modulation. In
(5), ψTh

(t) is the pulse-shaped signaling waveform, which is defined
over the interval[0, Th) and satisfiesT−1

h

R Th

0
ψ2(t)dt = 1.

We assume that theM frequencies used by the FH/MFSK WSN
are sufficiently separated, resulting in that each of them experiences
independent flat Rayleigh fading. Then, the signal receivedfrom the
lth LSN by the FC duringiTs < t ≤ (i+ 1)Ts can be expressed as

rl(t) =
K

X

k=1

h
(k)
l sl(t) + nl(t)

=
K

X

k=1

√
Ph

(k)
l ψTh

(t− iTs − [l − 1]Th)

× exp(j2π[fc + f
m

(k)
l

]t + φ
(k)
l ) + nl(t),

l = 1, . . . , L, k = 1, . . . ,K, (6)

whereh(k)
l denotes the channel gain in the context of thelth LSN and

the MFSK frequency for SEk, and it obeys the complex Gaussian
distribution with zero mean and a variance of0.5 per dimension.
Furthermore, in (6),nl(t) represents the Gaussian noise process
presenting at the fusion center, which has zero mean and a single-
sided power-spectral density (PSD) ofN0 per dimension.

III. S IGNAL DETECTION AT FUSION CENTER

In the FH/MFSK WSN monitoring multiple SEs, signals for
different SEs may be transmitted on the same frequency at thesame
time, which generates the multi-event interference (MEI) [9]. The
MEI may significantly degrade the achievable detection performance,
if it is not treated properly. In this paper, two noncoherentfusion rules
are studied, both of them have relatively low complexity. The first
one is the conventional EGC fusion rule, while the second oneis the
proposed EGC-IIC fusion rule, which carries out iteratively the EGC
and interference cancellation (IC), in order to mitigate the MEI.

The FC starts the detection by forming a time-frequency matrix RRR
of (M × L)-dimensional based on the observations extracted from
the signals received from theL number of LSNs. Specifically, when
the square-law noncoherent detection is considered, the elements of
RRR have the values

Rml =

˛

˛

˛

˛

1√
ΩPTh

Z iTs+lTh

iTs+(l−1)Th

rl(t)ψ
∗

Th
(t− iTs − [l − 1]Th)

× exp(−j2π[fc + fm]t)dt

˛

˛

˛

˛

2

, (7)

wherem = 0, 1, . . . ,M−1 andl = 1, 2, . . . , L, andΩ = E[|h(k)
l |2]

denotes the average channel power. Since it has been assumedthat the
M number of frequency bands invoked are orthogonal to each other,
hence there is no interference between any two frequency bands.
Consequently, upon substituting (6) into (7) and absorbingthe carrier
phaseφ(k)

l into h(k)
l , we obtain

Rml =

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

K
X

k=1

µ
mm

(k)
l

h
(k)
l

√
Ω

+Nml

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

2

, m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1;

l = 1, 2, . . . , L (8)
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where, by definition,µ
mm

(k)
l

= 1, if m = m
(k)
l while µ

mm
(k)
l

= 0,

if m 6= m
(k)
l . In (8), Nml represents a complex Gaussian noise

sample in terms of themth frequency band and thelth time-slot,
which is given by

Nml =
1√

ΩPTh

Z iTs+lTh

iTs+(l−1)Th

nl(t)ψ
∗

Th
(t− iTs − [l − 1]Th)

× exp(−j2π[fc + fm]t)dt (9)

which can be shown that has mean zero and a variance of
LN0/(ΩEs) = L/γ̄s, whereEs = PTs represents the total energy
for transmitting oneM -ary symbol with each LSN’s transmitted
energy per symbol beingEh = Es/L, while γ̄s = ΩEs/N0 denotes
the average SNR per symbol.

Note that, as mentioned previously, there exist the cases that a
given LSN needs to activate the same MFSK frequency for two or
more SEs. In this case, as shown in (5), there will be several terms
having the same MFSK frequency and the same initial carrier phase.
Consequently, for theRml in (8) corresponding to this frequency,
there may be severalm(k)

l ’s, which makeµ
mm

(k)
l

= 1 but correspond

to the same value for theirh(k)
l ’s.

Based on the time-frequency matrixRRR, the FC carries out the final
detection in the principles of EGC or EGC-IIC fusion rule as follows.

A. Equal-Gain Combining Fusion Rule

In the context of the EGC fusion rule, the FC detects thekth
SE’s state by first carrying out the frequency de-hopping, forming
the detection matrix

DDD(k) =RRR⊟ (111 ⊗ aaaT
k ), k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (10)

where111 denotes an all-oneM -length column vector,⊗ denotes the
Kronecker product between two matrices, whileAAA⊟BBB is defined as
the element-shift operation inGF (M), yielding d(k)

(m⊖a
(k)
l

)l
= Rml,

where ⊖ is the minus operation inGF (M). In other words, the
(m, l)th element inRRR is mapped to the(m ⊖ a

(k)
l , l)th element in

DDD(k), after the frequency de-hopping operations of (10).
Based on (10), the EGC fusion rule then forms theM decision

variables for detection of thekth SE’s state, expressed as

d(k)
m =

L
X

l=1

d
(k)
ml , m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (11)

Finally, for each of k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, the largest of
{d(k)

0 , d
(k)
1 , . . . , d

(k)
M−1} is selected, the subscript index of which is

a value in{0, 1, . . . ,M − 1}, which represents the estimate of the
state that thekth SE is currently at.

The EGC fusion rule may experience serious MEI, which signif-
icantly degrades the reliability of the FH/MFSK WSN. Below we
describe another fusion rule, namely the EGC-IIC fusion rule, which
is capable of enhancing the reliability of the FH/MFSK WSN in
comparison with the EGC fusion rule.

B. EGC-IIC Fusion Rule

When the EGC-IIC fusion rule is employed, the EGC and IC are
iteratively operated by detecting the SEs in the order from the most
reliable SE to the least reliable SE. In order to find the reliability
of the detection, in this contribution, a low-complexity reliability
measurement method is proposed, which measures the reliability of
an EGC-based detection based on the formula

L(k) =
max2

n

d
(k)
0 , d

(k)
1 , . . . , d

(k)

(M−1)

o

max1

n

d
(k)
0 , d

(k)
1 , . . . , d

(k)
(M−1)

o (12)

where max1{·} and max2{·} represent, respectively, the max-
imum and ‘second’ maximum of the decision variables of
{d(k)

0 , d
(k)
1 , . . . , d

(k)
M−1}, which are given by the EGC of (11). In our

EGC-IIC, an estimate to the state of a SE is rendered more reliable
than the other estimates, if itsL(k) value is lower than any of the
otherL(k) values.

Let us assume that the FC has the knowledge of the FH addresses
in AAA assigned to theK SEs. Then, the EGC-IIC algorithm can be
stated as follows.

1) Initialization : RRR(0) = RRR.
2) EGC-IIC detection: for i = 1, 2, . . . , N ≤ K − 1, the

following steps are executed:
a) Frequency de-hopping: for those (K − i + 1)

SEs having not been detected, the detection matrices,
DDD

(1)
i ,DDD

(2)
i , . . . ,DDD

(K−i+1)
i , are formed based on (10),

with the aid of the FH addresses of these undetected SEs.
b) Forming decision variables: For each of the(K− i+1)

SEs, theM decision variables are formed based on the
EGC principles, as shown in (11).

c) Reliability Measurement: The reliabilities with respect
to all the (K − i + 1) SEs are measured based on (12),
which are expressed asL(1)

i , L
(2)
i , . . . , L

(K−i+1)
i .

d) Finding and detecting the most reliable SE: The most
reliable SE is identified as

k′ ↔ L
(k′)
i = min

n

L
(1)
i , L

(2)
i , . . . , L

(K−i+1)
i

o

(13)

and the state of the most reliable SE is detected as the
subscript index of the largest in{d(k′)

0 , d
(k′)
1 , . . . , d

(k′)
M−1},

as the EGC fusion rule considered in Section III-A. Let
the estimated state be expressed asm̂k′

.
e) Update RRR(i−1) to RRR(i): RRR(i) is updated fromRRR(i−1)

by removing its elements at(m̂k′ ⊕ a
(k′)
l , l) for l =

1, 2, . . . , L − 1.
3) For the rest(K −N) SEs, they are just detected based on the

EGC fusion rule, as stated in Section III-A.
From the above-stated EGC-IIC algorithm, we can see that theIC

operations are only implemented with the firstN reliable SEs, while
the other(K−N) SEs are simply detected based on the EGC fusion
rule described in Section III-A. The reason behind this proposed
EGC-IIC is that, in the FH/MFSK WSN, there are three factors
affecting the fusion detection, which are the detection reliabilities of
LSNs, wireless channel and the MEI. Due to the unreliable detection
at the LSNs, even a SE measured based on (12) with the highest
reliability might be detected in error. In this case, applying the IC will
generate negative effect on the following detections. Furthermore, it
can be shown that this negative effect becomes worse as the number
of SEs invoked and/or the number of LSNs increase. Note that,for
given values ofK andL, there exists a value forN , which yields the
best detection performance, as illustrated by our results in Section V.

IV. A NALYSIS OF CHARACTERISTICS

Our proposed FH/MFSK WSN employs a range of characteristics,
which can be summarized as follows. First, noncoherent detection
is implemented at the FC, which does not require to consume
extra energy for channel estimation. This energy-efficientand low-
complexity detection strategy is beneficial to the life-time of battery-
powered WSN. Second, in addition to supporting multiple SEs, the
FH/MFSK techniques employed is capable of providing frequency
diversity for the fusion detection. The frequency diversity becomes
more important, when the LSNs are close to each other, which may
generate correlated fading in the space-domain. On the other hand,
owing to the frequency diversity obtained from the FH/MFSK,the
LSNs may be distributed within a relatively small space but still
convey the FC independently faded signals, so that the detection
performance of the FC is not degraded by the correlated fading
experienced in the space-domain. Third, the proposed FH/MFSK
WSN can simultaneously monitor multiple SEs of each with multiple
states. Each LSN serves all the SEs and, hence, a FH/MFSK WSN
does not have to use a big number of LSNs. However, the side effect
of using one LSN to transmit simultaneously multiple frequency
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modulation signals is the possible high peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR), which is not power-efficient, if not treated appropriately.
Forth, in the FH/MFSK WSN, in addition to the EGC and EGC-IIC
considered in this contribution, other advanced noncoherent detection
schemes [9] may be implemented, which may enhance further the
detection performance.

Finally, we note that the overall performance of the FH/MFSK
WSN is jointly determined by the detection performance of the
L LSNs, the wireless channels, and the MEI. If the detection
performance of theL LSNs is poor, then, the overall performance
will most probably be poor, even when the wireless channels from
LSNs to FC are perfect and there is no MEI. Similarly, the overall
performance of the FH/MFSK WSN will degrade, if the wireless
channels becomes unreliable and the MEI is high. Hence, when
considering the optimization in the FH/MFSK WSN, the detection
schemes at the LSNs and FC need to be jointly considered. In general,
in the FH/MFSK WSNs, the performance of LSNs may be improved
by employing the advanced sensing techniques, the fading ofwireless
channels can be compensated by making use of the frequency and
space diversity, while the MEI may be mitigated with the aid of
various noncoherent signal processing techniques [9].

V. PERFORMANCERESULTS

In this section, the BER performance of the FH/MFSK WSN
employing either EGC or EGC-IIC fusion rule is investigated, when
assuming that the wireless channels from the LSNs to the FC
experience Rayleigh fading channels. The number of bits persymbol
is b = log2M , and natural mapping from binary symbol toM -ary
symbol is assumed.
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Fig. 2 shows the BER performance of the FH/MFSK WSN
employing L = 30 LSNs monitoringK = 2 SEs of each with
M = 32 states (hypotheses). From the results, we can explicitly
observe that both the LSNs’ reliability and the channel SNR have
strong impact on the overall achievable detection performance of the
FH/MFSK WSN. As shown in Fig. 2, the BER performance of the
FH/MFSK WSN degrades, as the correct detection probabilityPd

decreases fromPd = 1 to Pd = 0.7. However, for both the EGC and
EGC-IIC fusion rules, an BER of0.01 can be achieved at a reasonable
channel SNR, which is typically lower than14 dB. Additionally, from
Fig. 2, we can see that, for all thePd values considered, the EGC-IIC
fusion rule outperforms the EGC fusion rule, when the channel SNR
is sufficiently high.

In Fig. 3, we illustrate the effect of the value ofM on the BER
performance of the FH/MFSK WSN supportingK = 2 SEs using
L = 30 LSNs with Pd = 0.97. We can observe that the EGC-
IIC fusion rule outperforms the EGC fusion rule, provided that the
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Fig. 3. BER versus channel SNR per bit performance of the FH/MFSK
WSN supportingK = 2 SEs usingL = 30 LSNs with Pd = 0.97, when
communicating over Rayleigh channels.

channel SNR is sufficiently high. However, if the channel SNRis
not sufficient, the EGC-IIC fusion rule may be outperformed by the
EGC fusion rule. This observation becomes very explicit forthe case
of M = 8. Furthermore, the results of Fig. 3 show that the BER
performance of the FH/MFSK WSN improves significantly, as the
number of states ofM increases.
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when communicating over Rayleigh channels.

Fig. 4 illustrates the impact of the number of LSNs used on the
BER performance of the FH/MFSK WSN supportingK = 2 SEs,
when the LSNs have a correct detection probability ofPd = 0.97.
As shown in Fig. 4, when the channel SNR is sufficiently high,
the BER performance of the FH/MFSK WSN improves, as the
WSN employs more LSNs for attaining the space diversity. However,
when the channel SNR is not enough, using more LSNs may result
in degraded BER performance, due to the errors occurred at the
LSNs. From Fig. 4, again, we can find that the EGC-IIC fusion rule
outperforms the EGC fusion rule, provided that the wirelesschannels
are reasonably reliable.

Fig. 5 shows the BER versus channel SNR per bit performance of
the FH/MFSK WSN supportingK = 1, 2 or 3 SEs, when the EGC
or EGC-IIC fusion rule is used. Explicitly, for both the EGC and
EGC-IIC fusion rules, the BER performance of the FH/MFSK WSN
degrades as the SEs supported increases, although, forK = 2, 3, the
EGC-IIC fusion rule yields better BER performance than the EGC
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Fig. 5. BER versus channel SNR per bit performance of the FH/MFSK
WSN employingL = 16 LSNs operated at a correct detection probability
Pd = 0.97, when communicating over Rayleigh channels.

fusion rule.
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Fig. 6. BER versus channel SNR per bit performance of the FH/MFSK WSN
supportingK = 8 SEs usingL = 40 LSNs atPd = 0.97, when various
orders of IIC are applied.

In Fig. 6, we study the effect of the number of iterations, expressed
by N , used in the EGC-IIC fusion rule on the BER performance of
the FH/MFSK WSN. Note that,N = 0 corresponds to the pure
EGC fusion rule, whileN = K − 1 corresponds to the full EGC-
IIC fusion rule, where full(K − 1) IC stages are applied. From the
curves in Fig. 6, we can observe that, at a given channel SNR, there
exists a value forN , which yields the best BER performance for the
FH/MFSK WSN having the parameters as shown in the figure. For
example, at the channel SNR of10 dB, the EGC-IIC usingN = 4
stages of IIC attains the lowest BER. By contrast, at the channel
SNR of16 dB, the EGC-IIC usingN = 6 stages of IIC achieves the
lowest BER. Note that, using more stages of IC will result in more
detection delay. Hence, for those delay sensitive WSNs, thetrade-off
between detection delay and achievable BER performance mayalso
need to be taken into account.

Finally, in Fig.7, we illustrate the BER performance of the
FH/MFSK WSN against the number of LSNs. As shown in Fig.7,
when the total transmission energy for a SE’s state is given,there ex-
ists an optimum number for the number of the LSNs employed, which
results in the best overall detection performance of the FH/MFSK
WSN. Furthermore, it seems that the optimum number reduces,as
the reliability of the LSNs’ detection becomes higher. Again, from

Rayleigh fading channel: K=2, M=32, Channel SNR=12dB
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Fig. 7. BER versus number of local sensors for the FH/MFSK WSN
supportingK = 2 SEs, when communicating over Rayleigh fading channels.

the results of Fig.7, we can see that, whenK = 2, the EGC-IIC
fusion rule significantly outperforms the EGC fusion rule.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Our studies show that the proposed FH/MFSK WSN with the low-
complexity EGC or EGC-IIC fusion rule is capable of achieving
promising detection performance for the practically reasonable values
for the LSNs’ reliability, channel SNR, etc. In general, provided
that the channel SNR is sufficiently high, the EGC-IIC fusionrule
outperforms the EGC fusion rule. However, the EGC-IIC fusion rule
demands slightly higher complexity and also imposes extra detection
delay than the EGC fusion rule. For both the EGC and EGC-IIC
fusion rules, there exists a value for the number of LSNs used,
which yields the best BER performance of the FH/MFSK WSN.
Additionally, when the number of SEs is high, there exists anoptimal
number of IIC stages, which results in the lowest BER.
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